Always a classic, American Olean’s Unglazed ColorBody Porcelain Mosaics provide unlimited options for virtually any space. From sophisticated neutrals to saturated deep tones to crisp, contemporary brights, the palette delivers on today’s color trends. The size and shape options complete the design story, while standard and custom pattern options offer true freedom of expression.
UNGLAZED MOSAIC
UNGLAZED COLORBODY™ PORCELAIN MOSAIC

GROUP 20

RED R26  ORANGE FIZZ R99

MOSAIC BLENDS

SHIMMERING SAND A66

TOTTALLY NEUTRAL A67

SNOW LEOPARD A68

MOCHA CREAM A69

SHIMMERING SAND A66 1 x 1 MOSAIC BLEND
(33% Almond A24, 33% Biscuit A13, 34% Willow A91)

TOTTALLY NEUTRAL A67 1 x 1 MOSAIC BLEND
(40% Biscuit A13, 30% Willow A91, 30% Plaza Taupe*)

SNOW LEOPARD A68 1 x 1 MOSAIC BLEND
(30% Ice White A25, 15% Charcoal A33, 25% Storm Gray A22, 30% Light Smoke A43)

MOCHA CREAM A69 1 x 1 MOSAIC BLEND
(30% Almond A24, 25% Nutmeg A37, 30% Willow A91, 15% French Roast A15)

*Plaza Taupe is a blend component only.

All colors available in 1 x 1 and 2 x 2 size for special patterns and blends on a made to order basis. Select colors also available on a made to order basis in 2 x 1, 2” Hexagon, 1” Hexagon and 2 x 4 size for special order patterns and blends.

GROUP 1

COLOR NAME  UNGLAZED  UNGLAZED  UNGLAZED  UNGLAZED  TRIM
1 x 1 & 2 x 2  2 x 1 & 2 x 4  2’ HEX  1’ HEX
OA63  Artichoke  MTO - - - - +
OA13  Biscuit *  STK - - MTO STK STK
OA52  Buff Granite  STK - - - - - +
OA78  Cappuccino  STK - - - - - +
OA89  Cocoa *  STK - - - - - X
OA62  Glazier  MTO - - - - - X
OA43  Light Smoke  STK - - MTO MTO STK STK
OA44  Light Smoke Sparkle  STK - - MTO MTO STK STK
OA12  Salt & Pepper  STK - - MTO MTO STK STK
OA95  Vanilla Cream  MTO - - - - - +
OA91  Willow *  STK - - MTO - - X
OA94  Willow Sparkle *  STK - - MTO - - STK

GROUP 2

COLOR NAME  UNGLAZED  UNGLAZED  UNGLAZED  UNGLAZED  TRIM
1 x 1 & 2 x 2  2 x 1 & 2 x 4  2’ HEX  1’ HEX
OA24  Almond *  STK - - MTO** MTO X
OA83  Dill Pickle  MTO - - - - - +
OA25  Ice White  STK - - MTO STK STK
OA44  Lemon Chiffon  MTO - - - - - +
OA65  Marshmallow  MTO - - - - - +
OA28  Mushroom  STK - - - - - X
OA41  Mushroom Sparkle  STK - - - - - X
OA37  Nutmeg  MTO - - - - - +
OA39  Nutmeg Sparkle  MTO - - - - - +
OA60  Ocean Tide *  MTO - - - - - +
OA71  Spoonful  MTO - - - - - +
OA22  Storm Gray *  STK - - MTO - - X
OA06  Storm Gray Sparkle  STK - - MTO - - STK

GROUP 3

COLOR NAME  UNGLAZED  UNGLAZED  UNGLAZED  UNGLAZED  TRIM
1 x 1 & 2 x 2  2 x 1 & 2 x 4  2’ HEX  1’ HEX
OA85  Bimini Blue *  MTO - - - - +
OA33  Charcoal  STK - - MTO** MTO X
OA42  Cinnabar *  MTO - - - - - +
OA15  French Roast  MTO - - - - - +
OA26  French Roast Sparkle  MTO - - - - - +
OA81  Summer Rain  MTO - - - - - +

GROUP 4

COLOR NAME  UNGLAZED  UNGLAZED  UNGLAZED  UNGLAZED  TRIM
1 x 1 & 2 x 2  2 x 1 & 2 x 4  2’ HEX  1’ HEX
GR97  Key Lime  STK - - - - - +
GR98  Lemon Drop  STK - - - - - +
GA08  Peacock Blue  MTO - - - - - X
GR08  Sapphire Sky  STK - - - - - X
GR09  Sapphire Sky Sparkle  MTO - - - - - X

GROUP 20

COLOR NAME  UNGLAZED  UNGLAZED  UNGLAZED  UNGLAZED  TRIM
1 x 1 & 2 x 2  2 x 1 & 2 x 4  2’ HEX  1’ HEX
GR99  Orange Fizz #  MTO - - - - - X
GR26  Red #  MTO - - - - - X

# Available in 1x1 and 2x2 only (no trim) on a made to order basis.

MTO Made-to-Order.


* Available with abrasive content on a made to order basis in 1 x 1 and 2 x 2 size.

** 2” Hex Made-to-order in group 3 color OA34 Black, not available in any other Group 3 color.

++ Not Available.

X Stocked trim in S886, SC886, CR83 and SC813.

Made-to-Order in SCR-L833, CK813, M6, M6A, M15 and M15A. No other trim offered.

** Made-to-order trim in S886, SC886. Colors OA08 and OA09 MTO in S886, SC886.
Naturally, many of our products can help you earn LEED™ credits.

Since there is shade variation in all fired ceramic products, the tile and trim supplied for your particular installation may not match these samples. Final selection should be made from actual tiles and trim and not from tile and trim samples or color reproductions. Manufactured in accordance with ANSI A137.1 standards.

Water, oil, grease, etc. create slippery conditions. Floor applications with exposure to these conditions require extra caution in product selection.

All or select items within this series are made in the U.S.A.

For more information visit www.americanolean.com.

For additional information, refer to “Factors to Consider” at http://americanolean.com/factors-to-consider.cfm.

NOTE: Please visit http://americanolean.com/trim_categories.cfm to see trim images.